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1. Lewis Shock 
Lewis is grieving the loss of his dad 

 
2. Tom Leese 

Tom is home and doing much better, praise God! 
 

3. Joan Erney 
Joan’s beloved stepmom Caroline passed away last week 
 

4. Don Haines 
Don is home and recovered from Covid, praise God! 
 

5. Colleen Kelly 
Ralph had a successful stent surgery on Friday 
Colleen and Joe’s son Lyam will be at Hershey Children’s Hospital today (April 22) 
through the end of the week for testing for Lyam’s seizures 
  

6. Brenda Rudy 
Brenda’s friend Jana’s apartment building had a fire this weekend but no one was 
hurt 
Brenda’s niece Marissa is being deployed to Cuba with the National Guard for a 
year 
 

7. Josh Jackson 
Josh’s dad is home from the hospital but needs guidance on some life choices 
Josh’s grandmother continues to have heart trouble 

 
8. Dawn Spangler 

Dawn’s nephew Robert Marshall is fighting cancer and undergoing treatment 
 

9. Kay Rittenhouse 
Kay’s hip is still healing 
 

10. Bob Eyer 
Bob’s sister Karen Bowman is being treated for cancer in her pancreas  
Bob’s friend Bree is continuing to fight cancer  

 
11.  Shirley Hooper and Doug Wynn 
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Shirley and Doug will be moving into an apartment and need help moving the first 
week of May 

 
12.  For those in the “All In” Membership Class 

Pray for those who are considering joining and committing to Table Life Church at 
a deeper level 
 

13. For the Supper Table 
This Thursday is our monthly Supper Table dinner church in Lemoyne. Pray for the 
cooks, servers, and all who will attend, that all may experience the hope and joy 
of Christ for fills us in more ways than one 
 

14. For Haiti 
Pray for Haiti, including our brothers and sisters at Tabarre Church, for their 
safety and stability in this time of violence and unrest 
 

15. For Israel, Gaza and the Middle East 
Pray for peace, for violence and bombings to cease, and for protection of the 
innocent 
 

16. Table Life Church members to pray for this week:  
Jessica and Liam McLean 
Dave Mulle 


